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Summary
Climate change presents both a challenge and an opportunity. The same actions
that will curb greenhouse-gas emissions will also let us break through to a cleanenergy economy—an economy that ends our addiction to oil and other dirty fossil
fuels once and for all.
If we are to seize this opportunity, however, a fundamental change is required:
We must stop treating earth’s atmosphere as a free dumping ground for pollution.
The key to making polluters pay for emissions is a system known as “cap and
trade.” A cap-and-trade system, when done right, enforces an economy-wide
limit on greenhouse gas emissions; sets realistic goals and commonsense rules for
reducing emissions over time; and harnesses the creativity and dynamism of the
market to achieve these goals.
This primer reviews various ways of designing a cap-and-trade system. It
focuses particularly but not exclusively on the context of the Western Climate
Initiative, in which seven US states and four Canadian provinces are participating.
Climate policy that works is built on three principles: efficiency, effectiveness, and
fairness. To satisfy these three criteria, Sightline recommends a particular cap-andtrade design: one that is comprehensive, operates upstream, is auctioned, and has
built-in protections for families. Here’s what these terms mean.
Comprehensive. Cap and trade should cover all measurable emissions of
greenhouse gases to ensure an efficient, economy-wide transition away from
carbon-based fuels. In particular, it should cover transportation fuels such as
gasoline and diesel.
Upstream. For simplicity’s sake, cap and trade should operate as high as possible
in the supply chains for fossil fuels—as close as is convenient to the point at which
fossil fuels enter the economy of the state, province, or nation in question. This
approach means that far fewer than one-tenth of one percent of businesses will
have any direct interaction with the cap-and-trade system. Cap and trade does not
create any paperwork for families or small businesses.
Auctioned. Permits to emit greenhouse gases should be sold at quarterly public
auctions, not distributed free—“grandfathered”—to historic polluters. Auctioning
prevents windfall profits for energy companies, allows the proceeds of the auctions
to serve the public interest, and prevents market manipulation and “gaming.”
Grandfathering the privilege to pollute would take money from low-income
consumers and give it to the predominantly wealthy shareholders of energy
companies.
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Built-in protections. Revenue from auctioning cap-and-trade permits should go,
first and foremost, to compensate families for the burden of expensive energy.
Good strategies include full rebating of all auction proceeds on an equal perperson basis (“Cap and Dividend”); rebating certain auction proceeds to low- and
moderate-income families (“Cap and Buffer”); investing a share of proceeds in
upgrading the energy efficiency of in-state families’ homes (“Cap and Caulk”);
and investing a share of auction proceeds in green-collar-job training programs—
giving low-income families a chance to gain from the new opportunities of the
clean-energy economy.
Carbon tax shifting, commonly discussed as a rival policy to cap and trade,
is actually more a complement than an alternative. A carbon tax shift combines
fees on greenhouse-gas emissions with dollar-for-dollar reductions in other taxes.
British Columbia’s carbon tax shift, implemented in July 2008, is a model policy
that other jurisdictions would do well to emulate. It can be readily integrated
into cap and trade in the form of an auction “reserve price” to create a hybrid
policy that is stronger than either a carbon tax shift or a cap-and-trade system
individually.
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Introduction
Why do we need cap and trade?
Climate change is not only one of the greatest challenges of our time, it’s also an epic
opportunity. When we rise to the challenge through smart solutions, we will also
unleash a wave of new economic development, generating jobs and revitalizing local
economies. We already have the technology to jump-start a clean-energy economy. The
ingenuity and dynamism of the marketplace can expand on these technologies over the
coming decades, generating broadly shared prosperity while safeguarding our climate.
But seizing this opportunity will require us to adopt policies that effectively curb
climate-changing emissions. At base, the threat of climate disruption stems from a
single fact: We treat the atmosphere as a free dumping ground. No one has to pay
to pollute our shared air. The result has been increasing concentrations of climatewarming gases, along with other maladies of our energy system like oil addiction.
Jump-starting a transition to a clean-energy economy means, above all else,
putting a price on climate-warming emissions: no more free dumping. The way to
make polluters pay, while guaranteeing that we’ll meet emissions-reduction goals,
is to implement a system called “cap and trade.” Cap and trade commits a region
to responsible limits on global warming emissions; gradually ratchets down those
limits over time; and harnesses the power of the marketplace to reduce emissions as
smoothly, efficiently, and cost-effectively as possible.
What does “cap and trade” mean?
Cap: A cap is a legal limit on the quantity of greenhouse gases our economy can
emit each year. Over time, the legal limit diminishes—the cap gets tighter—until
we’ve hit our targets and launched a clean-energy economy. The cap acts as a solid
backstop behind all other climate policies. Energy efficiency standards for vehicles
and appliances, smart-growth plans, building codes, transit investments, tax credits
for renewable energy, public investment in energy research and development, utility
regulatory reforms—all manner of public actions can move us toward our climate
goals. But the cap is our only guarantee that we will get there. There is no substitute
for the certainty of an emissions cap.
Trade: “Trade” means that, by law, companies may swap among themselves the
permission to emit greenhouse gases. In other words, there is a market for pollution
“permits.” The point of such a trading system is to put a price on pollution that will
travel throughout the economy, motivating businesses and families to find ways to trim
greenhouse gases. By turning the permission to pollute into a commodity that is bought
and sold, everyone up and down the economic ladder gets new opportunities to make
and save money. “Trade” hitches the flexible power of the marketplace—the mobilized
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ingenuity of millions of diverse, dispersed, innovative, self-interested people—to our climate
goals. Cap and trade is a compelling combination: guaranteed results, flexible means.
Putting a price on pollution may sound a lot like “higher energy prices.” But fossil
fuel prices are already up because of basic supply and demand. Were cap and trade in
effect already, it would probably simply maintain high prices, not raise them further.
Besides, a well-designed trading system encourages efficiency, innovation, and lowestcost solutions. In the long term, cap and trade will reduce demand for dirty energy and
make emerging clean technologies more and more affordable.
Most important, a well-designed cap-and-trade climate policy allows us to take
charge of our energy future, rescuing ourselves from our fossil-fuel dependence. It
redirects the proceeds of high energy prices toward the common good. In short, if we
do it right, cap and trade lets us all share in not only the costs but also the benefits of
the new economy.
Much depends, then, on the design of cap and trade. Different cap-and-trade
proposals vary on how both “cap” and “trade” function. These differences have
profound implications for the fairness and effectiveness of climate policy. Explaining
these differences is the purpose of this primer.
How does cap and trade work?
Here are the basic steps to operating a cap-and-trade system:
1. Tally greenhouse-gas emissions. For example, track fossil fuels at the points
where they enter the region’s economy: the pipeline or oil tanker.1 The state of
Washington has only about 100 companies in business at such entry points.
2. Set a cap. Decide how much carbon pollution to allow in the program’s first
year and require permits for emissions: one permit per ton of carbon dioxide or
its equivalent in other heat-trapping gases (known as CO2 equivalent, or CO2e).
The number of permits will match the cap to ensure we hit our goals. (A cap
does not limit emissions from individual citizens; no paperwork for families or
small businesses is required. Instead, it affects wholesalers or suppliers of fossil
fuels and similar big “upstream” businesses. Price signals travel downstream
through the economy to other businesses and to consumers.)
3. Distribute permits. Permits can be valid for a single year, or for a multi-year
period. One method for distributing them is auctioning; another is to give them
away free on the basis of past emissions (“grandfathering”), past energy sales,
or some other criterion. Permit holders can buy and sell allowances among
themselves. That’s the “trade” part.
4. Enforce the cap. Affected businesses (for example, those that bring fossil fuels
into the economy) will file periodic reports verifying that they hold enough
permits to cover their emissions. Authorities will audit some reports to deter
misrepresentation. They will curb speculation and gaming by overseeing the
permit market, much as the Securities and Exchange Commission oversees
Wall Street.
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5. Step it down. Each year, distribute fewer emissions permits, on a predictable,
published schedule that takes us to our targets. The gradual nature of this
transition maximizes choice and flexibility in a way that narrowly targeted
climate policies cannot match.
Within this general description, cap and trade can vary, depending on how a specific
system is designed. Key design choices make a world of difference.
	In brief: Why cap and trade?
u It’s tested and proven. A cap-and-trade system worked cheaply and efficiently to
reduce acid rain pollution in the United States in the 1990s.
u It’s cost-effective. A cap provides market incentives to steadily reduce pollution in
a cost-effective and efficient manner, encouraging a healthy shift away from the
instability and insecurity of fossil fuels.
u It’s economically sound. Today, we stand at the top of the pollution staircase. It would
be dangerous and risky to jump to the bottom or run down too fast. Instead, cap and
trade allows our businesses and families to step down, stair by stair, at a gradual
pace that is safe and manageable. We can adjust through fuel efficiency and
increased renewable energy resources like solar and wind power. Cap and trade
offers us a path to success in the new energy economy: maximum flexibility, clear
and feasible goals, and a predictable timeline.
u It’s a prudent, long-term investment. The key to our long-term prosperity and a stable
economy is a shift away from oil. This shift can work for businesses and consumers
alike, allowing us to take charge of rising energy costs, invest in new technologies,
and ensure a smooth transition. Right now, we’re sending billions of dollars a year
out of local economies to pay for dirty energy.
u Most importantly, the cap is a solid guardrail on the path to success. No policy
measure can substitute for setting a solid cap on the greenhouse gas emissions that
are allowed into the atmosphere; it’s our firm guarantee that we will meet crucial
pollution targets.

What’s the status of cap and trade elsewhere?
Cap and trade has emerged as the most popular climate policy solution, in both
Europe and North America. It’s based on successful cap-and-trade programs for
other pollutants such as airborne sulfur dioxide, first implemented in the 1990s
in the United States. The European Union has operated a limited carbon cap-andtrade system since 2005.
In June 2008, Congress considered the Lieberman-Warner bill, one of a bevy
of cap-and-trade bills introduced by different members. Barack Obama advocates
a cap-and-trade climate solution with 100 percent auctioned permits. The US
Supreme Court recently ruled that the US Environmental Protection Agency has
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authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions: if Congress does not act, a US
president can.
Elected leaders in jurisdictions throughout North America have already
committed to designing and implementing cap-and-trade policies. They have
started by setting bold greenhouse-gas goals—cutting emissions by as much as 75
percent by 2050.2 In the Northeast US, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
(RGGI) aims to stabilize certain emissions immediately, and effect a 10 percent
reduction by 2018. States in the Midwest have created the Midwest Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Accord (MGGRA) with similar goals. The largest agreement, both
in area and in population, is the Western Climate Initiative (WCI), which unites
leaders from Arizona, British Columbia, California, Manitoba, Montana, New
Mexico, Ontario, Oregon, Quebec, Utah, and Washington. WCI’s collective goal is
reducing overall emissions to 15 percent below 2005 levels by the year 2020. The
WCI leadership council, comprised of representatives of the “Partners” (member
jurisdictions), developed a cap-and-trade plan in 2008.3
These three regional cap-and-trade agreements—the MGGRA4, RGGI,5 and
WCI6—encompass more than more than half of the people in Canada and the
United States (see figure 1).

Figure 1. Twenty-eight states and provinces are forming regional cap-and-trade systems.
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What are the main design variables in a cap-and-trade program?
Think of cap and trade as a climate-protection machine with four dials, each of which
controls part of the machine. The four are:
1. Scope: Which gases and what industries are covered?
2. Point of regulation: Which people or companies must hold permits?
3. Allocation: How are the permits distributed initially, by auction or for free?
(And subsidiary to that, how long does a permit last? Who can you sell it to?
Can you save it for later? How many may one company hold?)
4. Revenue use: If some or all permits are auctioned, what should authorities do
with the proceeds?
How to tell whether a cap-and-trade program is well designed
Cap-and-trade programs should embody three core principles:
u

u

u

Effectiveness: Climate policy should cut global-warming pollution gradually
enough for businesses and families to adjust but at a pace rapid enough to meet
the safe targets recommended by science and set by law in many jurisdictions.
In short, it should be capable of causing emissions to decline by 15 percent
(below 2005 levels) by 2020 and of largely eliminating greenhouse-gas
emissions from fossil fuels in four or five decades.
Efficiency: Climate policy should chart the most cost-effective route. It should
be simple, flexible, and market-oriented; it should minimize cheating and
gaming. We have neither the time nor the money for a strategy that’s wasteful,
poorly conceived, or vulnerable to manipulation.
Fairness: Climate policy should share equitably the economic burdens and
benefits of climate stewardship. In fact, climate policy should redress some of
the injustice of climate change itself.
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What do we mean by “fairness”?
The fairness principle deserves elaboration. Climate change is a universal menace,
threatening hardships for everyone. But not everyone will suffer equally. Perversely, those
least to blame for causing it are most vulnerable to it, whether in low-lying Bangladesh,
the Ninth Ward of New Orleans, or the floodplains around Chehalis, Washington, where
small towns and rural areas were inundated with floodwaters in the spring of 2008.7
Throughout western North America, climate change promises to widen the gap
between economic winners and everyone else. Seniors, children, and low-income
families, particularly in rural areas, face the worst climate insecurity. Low-income
families are most likely to live in floodplains or fire-prone forests. (Or, if they have a
home in the woods, it’s their only home, not a second one.) They’re unlikely to have the
means to move to safer ground. They’re unlikely to have air conditioning for the heat
waves that may be coming. What’s more, they are less likely to have health insurance
to protect themselves from whatever disasters or hardships come.8
Forestry workers in British Columbia may see massive job losses by 2012 from the
climate-induced plague of pine beetles laying waste to the forests.9 Reservation-dwelling
Native Americans and First Nations are vulnerable because of their dependence on
fisheries, forestry, and agriculture. Farm laborers also face disproportionate hardship:
crop failures and dwindling irrigation water will post “not hiring” signs across farm
counties.
A certain amount of climate change is already unavoidable, and it will punish the
blameless. Smart climate policy, therefore, should not only treat all economic classes
evenly, but also should especially benefit low-income families.

What cap-and-trade design works best?
The principles of effectiveness, efficiency, and fairness described above lead to a
particular cap-and-trade system design, which has four crucial characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It is comprehensive in scope.
Its point of regulation is upstream.
Its permits are allocated by auction.
It uses auction revenues to provide built-in protections for families.

The rest of this primer elaborates on those key terms: comprehensive, upstream,
auctioned, and built-in protections for families.
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Scope: Comprehensive
Scope determines how much of our total greenhouse-gas output is covered by cap and
trade—that is, which greenhouse gases and from which sources. Carbon dioxide is the
main greenhouse gas, accounting for 85 percent of the Pacific Northwest’s contribution
to climate disruption. Fossil-fuel combustion is the main source of CO2, contributing
almost 70 percent of climate impact in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia.10
Existing cap-and-trade systems are limited in scope. Europe’s system, launched
in 2005, covers only electric power plants and certain heavy industries; the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative of the Northeast states covers only the former.
A cap is like a roof: it needs to cover the whole building. In other words, it works
best when it covers all measurable emissions of greenhouse gases from all measurable
sources. Such comprehensiveness will dramatically increase the policy’s effectiveness,
and will also guarantee the cheapest and most efficient reductions possible. Achieving
overall emissions reductions of 15 percent by 2020 and 75 percent by 2050, for
example, will be almost impossible if only half of emissions are covered by the cap.
Besides, leaving gases or sources “out” means forcing those that are “in” to do more
than their share.
What’s more, a partial cap creates a plethora of perverse incentives that could
undercut the cap itself. For just one example, waiving transportation fuels while
including the electric-power sector and non-transportation fuels would raise the
price of power relative to the price of diesel fuel. As a result, some businesses would
likely circumvent the cap by buying small generators and fueling them with highway
diesel.
Transportation fuels are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the
Northwest. So a cap that excludes them would be like a roof without half its shingles.

Point of regulation: Upstream
The point of regulation is the place in the economy where cap and trade actually
creates new legal requirements: “downstream,” where consumers buy fossil-fuel
energy; “midstream,” where retailers and other fuel handlers sell it; or “upstream,”
where fossil fuels first enter the economy.
Emissions of CO2 are readily calculated from fuel volumes: if you know how
much and what grade of coal or gasoline is burned, all you need is a basic conversion
figure to know how much CO2 went into the air.11 This property of fossil fuels
makes it possible to operate a cap-and-trade system almost entirely on the basis of
sales information that energy companies already gather. Some of that information
they already report to public agencies under existing laws, such as those governing
motor fuels taxes. In short, we can run a cap-and-trade system with very little new
paperwork.
By implementing cap and trade “upstream” before the fuel fans out through the
distribution system, we can run a cap-and-trade system without any required actions
for more than 99.9 percent of companies (and 100 percent of families). Fossil fuels
enter our economy through a handful of “chokepoints.” The Pacific Northwest and
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British Columbia, for example, get oil from just four oil pipelines, plus tanker docks
at just five oil refineries along Puget Sound and the Strait of Georgia. This region gets
natural gas from three pipelines. Coal arrives on a handful of railroads, and coal- and
gas-fired electricity zips in on three large transmission lines.12 Each of these portals is a
natural point of regulation.13
Cap and trade would require that fossil-fuel energy handlers—either purchasers or
sellers—record fuel volumes and obtain emissions permits for the carbon that will be
released when those fuels burn.
What about offsets?
Offsets could improve the cost effectiveness of cap and trade while bringing substantial
side benefits. Unfortunately, they could also gut cap and trade, making it no more than
a sham. The devil is in the details.
Offsets are cuts in emissions that are outside the cap, either legally or geographically,
but that are nonetheless honored like carbon allowances under the cap. For example,
an oil company in the Northwest might buy 100 offsets from a coal-fired power plant in
China that shut down one of its dynamos and replaced the power through conservation
programs. To use the offsets under cap and trade, the electric utility or oil company
would present authorities with documentation of the offsets as a substitute for an equal
number of carbon allowances.
Offsets hold both promise and peril.
Offsets’ main advantage is their ability to tap cost-effective emissions-reduction
opportunities wherever they may be, smoothing the transition to climate security.
Greenhouse gases are not local pollutants, but global ones: it doesn’t matter to the
atmosphere whether the CO2 is emitted in India or Indianola (Washington). Offsets
can also provide substantial side benefits, such as financing for farm- and forestland
restoration, and accelerating the spread of efficient, renewable technologies in
developing countries.
Offsets have countervailing disadvantages. First, it’s difficult to verify that offsets truly
reduce emissions, rather than cover emissions cuts that would have occurred anyway.
Second, it’s hard to know how permanent some offsets will be: trees not cut today
might be cut later. Third, outside of cap and trade’s geographical boundaries, offsets
might have unintended consequences. For example, forest conservation in one place
may simply shift logging operations to another country. Similarly, fuel conservation may
slightly lower the price of fuel and increase consumption—and emissions.14 Fourth,
paying certain landowners and industries to limit (or sequester) emissions through
offsets may set a bad precedent: it may make politically difficult the later task of capping
their emissions as a matter of law.
The case of carbon storage in forests and other ecosystems illustrates both promise
and perils.15 Sequestering carbon by regrowing forests, revegetating ecosystems, and
enhancing soils is appealing. It could bring benefits not only for climate security but
also for rural landowners’ bank balances and for our natural heritage. Still, ecological
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storage of carbon is less reliable than not releasing greenhouse gases in the first place.
Forests that regrow can also burn down or become infected with insects or disease,
unexpectedly releasing their carbon skyward. Besides, offsets substitute carbon storage
in regrowing forests for emissions cuts elsewhere in the economy; arguably, we should
do both.
In the early years of cap and trade, if we allow offsets at all, they should be limited
in quantity and rigorously audited for quality. Sightline recommends that cap-andtrade systems allow offsets to contribute up to 10 percent of emissions reductions. For
example, in a cap-and-trade system aiming to reduce emissions by 20 percent, capped
companies would be allowed to include in their annual portfolio of allowances as much
as 2 percent offsets. We also recommend that each cap-and-trade system recognize
only those offsets that originate within that system’s political boundaries, at least until
international measurement and auditing protocols for emissions are dramatically more
robust than at present. This strategy would ensure that the positive side effects of
emissions reductions—such as a decline in local air pollution, the growth of greencollar jobs, and the resulting benefits to human health and community—accrue to the
places that have capped their emissions.

Allocation: Auction
Allocation is how emissions permits are distributed. Acting on behalf of citizens,
authorities can give them away for free—on the basis of past emissions, past energy
production, or some other criterion—after which permit holders can trade them among
themselves. Or authorities can sell permits at regularly scheduled auctions, allowing
emitters such as utilities and refineries to purchase the credits they expect to need. After
the permits are auctioned, a “secondary market” would allow permit holders to buy
extras or sell unneeded ones. In hybrid systems, authorities give some permits away
and auction some.
Free distribution of permits might sound like a good option, on the assumption
that giving away permits wouldn’t raise energy prices. But free distribution is actually
far more disruptive than auctioning.16 Supply and demand—not producers’ costs—
determine the price of permits, and the cap establishes the supply of carbon permits.
Kristen Sheeran of Maryland’s Saint Mary’s College and James Barrett of Redefining
Progress17 explain:
Try buying World Series tickets from a scalper. Would he charge you any less
if he found the tickets on the ground? Of course he wouldn’t. . . . The supply
and demand for tickets is the same no matter how much the scalper paid for
them, and so the price he charges you will also be the same no matter how
he got them.
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Cap and trade puts the same price on climate pollution whether the permits are
given away, auctioned, or some mix of the two. The only difference—and it’s an
extraordinarily important difference—is who gets the extra money that consumers
are paying for energy: the scalper (fossil-fuel companies) or the public treasury (on
behalf of all citizens). Giving away carbon permits is just like handing out money.
In economic terms, it’s a windfall profit. How big would these windfalls be? The US
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) answers:
if . . . all of the allowances were distributed for free to producers in the oil,
natural gas, and coal sectors, stock values would double for oil and gas
producers and increase more than sevenfold for coal producers, compared
with projected values in the absence of a cap.18

Share of after-tax income
lost to higher prices of
energy consumer goods

Handing out free permits boils down to taking billions of dollars out of the pockets
of energy consumers and handing them to the shareholders of energy companies.
Worse, it takes disproportionately from low-income families. CBO estimates that a US
nationwide carbon price high enough to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 15 percent
would take about 3.3 percent of low-income families’ after-tax money and, in contrast,
only 1.7 percent of the richest households’ income. (See figure 2.)19
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Figure 2. Climate pricing will take the biggest bite out of the poorest households’ income.
Under free-allocation cap and trade, fossil fuel prices would remain elevated
(as they already are). Families would continue to pay more for their energy. Energy
companies, flush from high prices, would reap huge windfall profits. These windfalls
would ultimately accrue to the shareholders of energy companies, who are mostly rich
families. For the highest-income fifth of US households, stock portfolios would get
so much fatter that the net effect would be an additional $1,200 a year per person,
according to James Boyce and Matthew Riddle of the University of MassachusettsAmherst.20
Free allocation means the rich get richer, and the poor get poorer. Figure 3, from
Boyce and Riddle, shows roughly how much. It’s the New Deal in reverse. (Unlike the
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FINANCIAL LOSSES AND GAINS FROM GRANDFATHERED
CAP AND TRADE, AS SHARES OF HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES
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Figure 3. Grandfathered cap and trade makes the rich richer and the poor poorer.
previous figure, this one reflects the impacts of massive windfalls for energy company
stockholders and various other side effects of free allocation, and expresses losses and
gains as shares of total household expenditures rather than income. This figure is also
based on somewhat different assumptions about energy spending and carbon prices.)
Auctioning permits prevents such windfalls. Energy consumers still pay as much,
but the proceeds go to public purposes such as ensuring fairness and investing in greencollar job training and clean-energy research.21
Special cases? Electric utilities, exporters, transition
Are there special cases where free permits make sense? Some arguments sound
plausible, but Sightline recommends 100 percent auctioning of permits. Here’s a caseby-case examination.
	Electric utilities. One subset of the energy industry—electric utilities—makes a plea
for free permits that appears reasonable at first. In much of the US West, public utility
commissions set the prices that investor-owned electric utilities charge consumers. They
can guard against windfall profits under free allocation.
Some argue that free permits will benefit consumers by limiting rate increases. But
handing out permits to utilities for free could backfire in two ways. First, free permits for
utilities could raise the overall cost of emissions reductions, by displacing emissionsreduction efforts from power plants (where reductions can be cheap) to transportation
and industry (where reductions may be more expensive). The net effect would be to
drive up consumers’ overall energy costs.22
Second, if utilities get free allowances, the political reality is that other energy companies
will likely insist on getting the same treatment. Giving any free allowances could trigger a
lobbying free-for-all, in which each industry and firm attempts to expand the number of
permits it gets for free. The European emissions-trading scheme is almost overrun with
lobbyists, each angling for a thicker slice of the permit pie.
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	Energy-intensive exporters. Industries such as aluminum smelters that use lots of
energy and sell their products into a global market often argue for free permits on the
grounds that cap and trade will put them at a competitive disadvantage. They’ve got a
point. Ultimately, climate pricing needs to span large sections of the globe. In the near
term, however, a far better solution than free permits may be simply to refund some of
the proceeds of permit auctions to these firms, in proportion to their sales outside the
cap-and-trade region. Simply giving them free permits to compensate would create a
dangerous precedent.
	The transition. Imagine that lawmakers enact a cap-and-trade system that expands
in scope over time, beginning with the regulated electric power sector and later adding
other commercial, industrial, and residential uses of fossil fuels, plus transportation.
Would it then make sense to allocate permits to regulated utilities for free during the first
phase of the transition, because utility regulators can prevent windfall profits? Maybe.
Still, auctioning permits is better, for three reasons. First, auctioning sets the
precedent that everyone has to pay to pollute the air. Second, auctioning would forestall
a battle royal among lobbyists over who should get free permits, on what grounds. (For
example, coal-heavy utilities will want a system that’s based on prior emissions. Hydroheavy utilities will want a system that’s based on prior electricity generation.) Third,
auctioning makes unnecessary the cumbersome step of setting an emissions baseline
for each utility: utilities will decide for themselves how many permits to buy.

How to auction
As auctions of public assets go, auctioning carbon permits is not especially
complicated. Specialists in financial auctions have already designed a rigorous set of
rules and procedures for the Northeast’s Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.23 Other
cap-and-trade systems would be wise to follow the same strategy.
Although some technical details remain undecided or debatable, here’s a sketch of
one workable, fair, transparent, and efficient auction system:
Carbon permits are tagged to a particular starting date (their “vintage” or
“compliance period” 24), but they will be freely and indefinitely “bankable.”
That is, if you own a 2012 permit, you may save it for use in any future year.
(In effect, this gives permits a start date but no expiration date.) Conversely,
you may never “borrow” a future permit and use it now.
Auction bidders must qualify in advance by showing evidence that they
have the money to cover their bids. They themselves need not be energy
companies or other greenhouse gas emitters. Other parties—brokers, for
example—are also welcome to bid. Some observers argue for limiting
auction participation to fossil-fuel energy firms, because they believe that
financial and securities firms are more likely to attempt market manipulation. In fact, the more potential participants, the harder it becomes to
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manipulate a market: collusion is much more likely among a small pool of
bidders. And energy businesses are no less likely than anyone to profiteer in
the permit market: the energy giant Enron, not Morgan Stanley or another
Wall Street broker, gamed the California electricity market in 2001.
Auctioning is conducted in a format called “uniform price, sealed bid,
single round.” In this type of auctioning, all bidders submit a single, confidential bid sheet specifying the quantity of each vintage of permits they
wish to buy at each price level. High bidders win, but all winning bidders
pay the same price for all their permits: they pay the price of the highest
rejected bid (“uniform price”). Auctions are quarterly, and each auction includes several vintages. To stabilize prices and make them transparent, the
earliest batch of permits for any vintage is sold as much as four years early.
To prevent market manipulation and collusion, no participant is
allowed to buy more than a certain share of the permits sold at a single
auction. RGGI recommends a limit of 33 percent; a lower limit might be
even better. Equally important, all participants are required to reveal any
third party on whose behalf they are acting. Auction officials monitor the
market for signs of gaming and manipulation, just as regulators keep the
financial markets for stocks, bonds, and commodities futures open and
fair. As a further hedge against gaming, auction officials set a price floor
or “reserve price,” below which no permits are sold. (In WCI, a reserve
price at least equal to British Columbia’s carbon tax rate makes sense, as
discussed later.) Any permits for which the reserve price is not met are
permanently retired.
All participating jurisdictions in a single cap-and-trade system sell their
permits at the same coordinated, quarterly auctions, and all permits are
equally valid throughout the capped region. Through “linkage,” a share of
permits from other cap-and-trade systems with similarly rigorous controls
and safeguards are also honored; for example, WCI, RGGI, and the
European Emissions Trading System might honor each other’s permits.25
To minimize price volatility, authorities will ensure transparency about
prices and the number of permits available, both at auction and on secondary or “spot” markets. Other particulars of auction design also help: the
larger the permit trading market and the more linked it is with other
cap-and-trade systems, the more stable prices will be. Making permits
perpetually bankable also stabilizes prices. For example, a hydro-dependent
utility can use banking to accumulate a cushion of permits for use in an
unexpected December cold snap during a “low-water” year, when the utility
must generate (or import) more coal-fired power. Opening auctions to all
bidders with adequate financial reserves, conducting auctions frequently
and early, and limiting the number of permits any one actor may hold—all
these things will keep prices stable and prevent market manipulation.
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One potential price stabilizer to which Sightline recommends saying “no” is the use
of price ceilings, also called “off-ramps.”26 A price ceiling is a permit price at which
authorities announce they will sell extra permits, above and beyond the scheduled
annual permits for emissions. An off-ramp would punch a hole in the cap, slowing
progress and discouraging other trading systems from linking with our own. It would
also erase a strong incentive for investment in clean energy: the knowledge that the cap
is unyielding, regardless of price.

Revenue: Built-in protections for families
If carbon allowances are auctioned rather than allocated for free, the resulting revenue
could be substantial. At the early-February carbon price in Europe of $13 per one-ton
permit, it would be nearly $2 billion in the Pacific Northwest jurisdictions of British
Columbia, Oregon, and Washington alone.27 What should we do with the money?
With auctioning, the public gains a source of revenue to distribute among citizens;
invest in clean energy; help consumers deal with rising energy costs; boost efficiency in
homes and buildings; ease transitions for affected workers and energy-intensive export
industries; fund training in green-collar jobs; or some combination of these. Auctioned
permits let us take charge of price increases rather than being victims of volatile
supplies and suppliers. It also ensures that permit revenue revitalizes local economies
rather than enriching distant energy producers.28
But at the outset, let’s underline a point that is easy to miss: A comprehensive capand-trade system guarantees declining emissions. It is, all by itself, a complete strategy
for reducing greenhouse gases. Nothing else needs to be done to limit emissions of
capped gases. (Other strategies are needed for noncapped sources, such as CO2 released
from forestry.)
Other, complementary policies—incentives for renewable energy, public investments
in energy efficiency, training in green-collar jobs, energy-saving building codes, and
scores of other smart steps—will smooth the transition. But they probably will not
accelerate the reduction in emissions.
The cap itself will set the pace. Except in unusual circumstances such as steep
recessions or sudden spikes in energy market prices, the economy will generate exactly
as much greenhouse-gas pollution as permitted by the cap—and no less. Why? Because
carbon permits will be limited in number and valuable. Under a cap, complementary
climate policies do not reduce emissions, they lower the price of permits.
For example, transportation fuel handlers who must possess carbon permits will
charge—or maintain—higher prices (because the cap curtails fuel supply). High fuel
prices will stimulate conservation, as they already are doing; sales of fuel-efficient
vehicles will increase; families with two vehicles will opt for the more-efficient one;
transit ridership, walking, and cycling will proliferate; and some drivers will combine
or cut discretionary trips. Ultimately, high fuel prices will encourage investment in
low-carbon alternatives, from streetcars to sidewalks, and will nurture more-efficient
communities, as demand grows for housing that’s near stores, services, and jobs.
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Complementary policies and programs—transit infrastructure investments, fueleconomy rules, carpooling incentives, smart growth policies—will give consumers
more ways to cope with an economy in transition from dirty fuels to new clean energy
sources. And they will keep the price of gasoline and diesel lower than they would
otherwise be. In fact, if these complementary policies are successful, the price of
emissions allowances won’t be very high.
However, if these complementary policies aren’t successful, the cap will create
a price signal for emissions reductions—a signal that’s self-adjusting to meet the
conservation targets. The cap can do the job, guaranteed, all by itself. Complementary
policies and programs cannot guarantee results.
This reasoning has a corollary: If the cap is sufficient, we do not necessarily need
to use auction revenue to reduce emissions. The revenue can be used to smooth the
transition to clean energy, to support programs that complement cap and trade, and to
moderate the price increases it may otherwise cause.
Above all, however, the revenue can be used to ensure fairness. Climate change
is brutally unfair; so are high energy prices. But auctioned cap and trade can correct
those injustices by compensating families.
Taking charge of energy prices
With or without climate policies, energy prices have been rising for a decade.
(See figure 4.)29 Auctioning permits gives us the opportunity to take charge of price
increases and share the benefits widely—even while we safeguard the climate and
stimulate local jobs.
Low-income families have been taking it on the chin from high prices, as energy
takes a growing share of their budgets. As of 2005, when energy prices weren’t yet
as high as in 2008, low-income families in the US were already devoting almost 15
percent of their household budgets to residential energy, more than four times as much
as better-off families. High energy prices siphon money from people in the bottom half
of the income scale to the energy-company shareholders at the top.

RATE OF INCREASE IN RESIDENTIAL ENERGY PRICES BY FUEL TYPE (NOMINAL DOLLARS)
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Figure 4. Even before 2008, energy prices have risen faster than inflation or income.
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Energy prices have been rising not because of cap and trade but because of supply
and demand. Oil and gas are in short supply; global demand is growing. The result:
escalating prices. Prolonging our dependence on fossil fuels will leave us in this
market vise.
Placing a cap on emissions, though it will maintain or even increase high energy
prices, will also direct the price premium to the public treasury. Auctioned cap and
trade lets us take charge of price increases and ensure that the money goes to local
economies, not distant oil drillers; in-state families, not energy companies; and
community projects, not historic polluters.
Option 1: Rebates for all
NET IMPACT ON FAMILY INCOMES
The simplest use for auction revenue is to rebate
OF A CAP-AND-DIVIDEND POLICY
all of it to families on an equal per person basis.
16%
14.8%
This “Cap and Dividend” plan prevents financial
14%
losses for families. Everyone pays more for
30
12%
energy; everyone gets a dividend check. A
$55/ton carbon dioxide charge would yield
10%
almost $700 a year per person in the United
8%
States. It’d be like the Alaska Permanent Fund,
6%
which pays out an annual share of oil earnings
3.9%
4%
to each resident of the state.
2%
0.8%
The net effect of Cap and Dividend, shown in
0%
figure 5, is to take the sting out of climate pricing
-0.9%
-2%
for low- and middle-income families. (See figure
-2.4%
-4%
Richest
5.) They pay more for energy, but their climate
Second
Third
Fourth
Poorest
Income classes, US households
dividend covers the expense.
Source: Boyce and Riddle
Cap and Dividend wouldn’t end poverty in
the Pacific Northwest or reverse the widening
Figure 5. Cap and dividend moderates the
income gaps that plague our continent. But it
regressive effects of climate disruption.
would mitigate some of the unfairness of climate
change itself.
Cap and Dividend isn’t the only way to make climate pricing fair, but it may be
the simplest. It also has the advantage of creating a strong political constituency
for perpetuating the cap-and-trade system—every family will benefit from regular
dividends. Like Social Security, Cap and Dividend will entrench itself politically as
a universal benefit. What it doesn’t do is smooth the transition to a clean-energy
economy through complementary programs funded from auction revenue.
Unlike other options for investing auction revenue (listed below), Cap and Dividend
would use almost all of the proceeds of the auction. The other options are all “mix and
match.” Cap and Dividend stands alone.
Option 2: Rebates for low-income families
Another approach to shielding low-income families from high energy prices comes
from the Washington, DC-based Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP).31
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Figure 6. Auctioning carbon permits can generate the resources needed to address
crucial priorities.
This plan gives dividends only to families with very low incomes, to buffer them
from cost increases. It’s Cap and Dividend, but only families who need it most get a
dividend. Call it “Cap and Buffer.” CBPP suggests compensating the poorest fifth of
families for energy price increases and also providing some assistance to those in the
second fifth of the income ladder. The poorest fifth of families, according to CBPP,
stand to pay $750 extra each year for fuel and other goods, once climate policy boosts
energy prices enough to reduce emissions by an initial 15 percent.
The good news is that Cap and Buffer isn’t an exorbitant proposition. Auctioning
permits would generate seven times more money than would be needed to cover the
extra costs for poor and near-poor families. (See figure 6.)
CBPP pays special attention to the practical details of delivering money to millions
of poor families in the United States:
No single mechanism is likely to reach most of the low-income population.
Fortunately, there are two existing delivery mechanisms that, between them,
can largely accomplish this task: the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
and the electronic benefit transfer (EBT) system that states already use to
provide various types of state and federal assistance such as food stamps and
Medicare’s prescription drug benefit to low-income families and individuals
through a debit card.
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) debit cards
could together reach three-fourths of eligible low-income US families immediately and
a greater number later, as outreach campaigns bring more and more families onboard.
Other mechanisms can’t match that promise.
If lawmakers choose, they could expand income assistance to middle-class families
by enacting a progressive payroll tax refund instead of, or in addition to, the EITC. In
this way, the climate dividend could go to people further up the income ladder.
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Cap and Buffer is both elegant and practical. It matches funds neatly to needs. It
would be easy to administer once passed. And it has frugality about it.
What’s more, states and provinces could get started on Cap and Buffer right
away—without waiting for action from Washington, DC, or Ottawa. Oregon already
has its own Earned Income Tax Credit on its state income tax, which legislators could
use as a model when crafting a climate-pricing dividend. British Columbia, California,
Montana, and most other states and provinces in cap-and-trade systems have income
taxes to which they could add earned-income tax credits.
Washington, which lacks a state income tax, could achieve the same result through
its newly enacted Working Families Rebate. This ingenious initiative will distribute
limited sales-tax rebates to low-income state residents on the basis of their federal
income tax returns.32 In all states, legislators can ensure that climate rebates are in
addition to, and not substitutes for, much-needed expansions in earned-income tax
credits.
Option 3: Help Northwest families save energy
A third way to build protections for local families into cap and trade is to invest
auction proceeds in energy efficiency in ways that benefit low-income families
in particular—by weatherizing homes, for example.33 This strategy can help to
compensate for the unfairness of climate change even while it tempers emissions. It’s a
natural complement to Cap and Buffer.
Most low-income energy improvements in the Pacific Northwest—aside from what
landlords and families do themselves—are carried out by nonprofit community action
agencies. With about $15 million of public and utility contributions a year in Idaho,
Oregon, and Washington, these groups manage to implement basic efficiency measures
in about 6,000 homes annually.34 These programs save 12 percent of electricity, on
average, in homes heated with electricity and, in natural-gas-heated homes, they trim
energy use overall by 25 percent.35
Still, after three decades of public support for low-income weatherization,
community action agencies have treated a scant 4 percent of the almost 5 million
houses, apartments, and mobile homes in the Northwest states.36 What share of homes
still needs weatherization? In the Pacific Northwest, no one knows, but nationwide
in the United States, perhaps two-thirds of low-income homes are still waiting.37 At
current rates of investment, for example, it might take until 2040 to finish all lowincome housing units in Washington.38
According to the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, residential
space conditioning—insulation, window and door upgrades, better furnaces and
air conditioning—account for only about 2 percent of the electricity conservation
potential in the Northwest states. That’s not just low-income space conditioning but
all residential space conditioning. From the perspective of regional electricity demand,
low-income weatherization is a relative drop in the bucket.39
Oak Ridge National Laboratory has looked at efficiency upgrades for families as a
way to offset higher energy prices40 and concluded that they cannot do the job alone.
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For one thing, weatherization (call it “Cap and Caulk”) is unlikely to provide families
with enough money in savings to defray the higher prices they will be paying. Even if
efficiency gains keep home energy expenses level, they won’t compensate for increased
expenses for transportation and consumer goods. Home energy price increases are
likely to account for less than half of the “hit” that higher energy prices exact. (See
figure 7.) Besides, no public program of energy retrofits is ever likely to reach as large a
share of families as do cash benefits.
For another, it takes time to retrofit buildings and
replace appliances. It could take the Pacific Northwest
a decade to train enough weatherization crews, retrofit
Gasoline
enough old houses, and replace enough old appliances.
25%
But auctioned cap and trade will generate a revenue
Home energy
45%
stream that starts small and grows. When the funds are
Other
finally available to upgrade their homes, many families
consumption
will already be hurting financially from high prices.
30%
Indeed, they already are. One solution would be to issue
public bonds for weatherization work, then pay off the
bonds from future auction proceeds.
Shares of cost increase for the poorest
Conversely, as Oak Ridge’s research shows, climate
20 percent of population by product category
dividends that cover the average cost of energy price
Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
increases for low-income families won’t suffice either. A
small share of low-income families, living in older singleFigure 7. The cost bite from climate
family and mobile homes, have energy consumption far
pricing on low-income households goes
above the norm. For these households, home energy
well beyond home energy.
upgrades are essential.
For all these reasons, Cap and Caulk is a good complement to Cap and Buffer but
no substitute for it. Cap and Caulk deserves a place in the Pacific Northwest’s climate
policies. It’s an opportunity to lower bills and emissions. To seize it, we can quadruple
funding for weatherization and dramatically accelerate progress, generating hundreds
of green-collar jobs along the way.
	Four strategies
Low-income energy efficiency programs bring some special challenges. Here are four
complementary strategies for rising to them.
1. Bridge split incentives. Low-income families are usually renters, not home owners,
so the incentives for energy efficiency are split. If tenants pay the energy bills,
landlords have no incentive to invest in building or appliance upgrades. If landlords
pay the energy bills, tenants have no incentive to conserve. Bridging these “split
incentives” is a priority. One innovative strategy, in development in some California
communities, is to loan public or utility funds to building owners for efficiency
upgrades and home solar retrofits, then repay the loan by adding a charge to a
home’s property tax or to its utility bill.41
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2.	Target older mobile homes. Many low-income families, particularly outside of
metropolitan areas, live in mobile homes. (Trailers account for nearly 10 percent
of housing units in the Northwest states.42) Older mobile homes are notoriously
inefficient. Those who are renting their trailers often lack the funds to make a down
payment on new, efficient ones, even if they could afford the monthly payments.
Low-income families who own their trailers often lack the home equity to trade
up to new ones. We’ll need programs specially targeted at residents of old mobile
homes.
3. Break the cycle of dying appliances. The region needs a new generation of
programs to ensure that the refrigerators and other appliances in low-income homes
are upgraded to efficient new units every time they are replaced. At present, lowincome families typically get a sequence of cheap but wasteful, hand-me-down
appliances that break quickly. This dying-appliance cycle limits families’ up-front
expenses, though it raises their energy budgets and emissions. The Energy Trust of
Oregon, working with a community action agency near Bend, developed a model
for breaking the cycle. The Energy Trust provided coupons for the purchase of new,
high-efficiency fridges to low- and moderate-income households that agreed to
retire aging juice hogs. The province of Ontario used an old-appliance roundup—
offering free collection—to unplug 50,000 inefficient units. British Columbia offers
a sales tax exemption for efficient new appliances. Similar programs, turbocharged
with auction revenue, might work for other appliances and possibly even for mobile
homes.43
4.	Put hybrids in hyperdrive. As for appliances, so for family cars: low-income families
tend to drive the oldest cars in the fleet—vehicles that middle-class families drove
ten or fifteen years earlier and that head for the junkyard next. In the years ahead,
as waves of better-off families sell their SUVs and buy hybrids, in response to high
fuel prices and climate policy, the efficiency of the vehicles that low-income families
drive will likely worsen. Targeted programs to finance fuel-efficient cars for lowincome families, combined with incentives to scrap old, inefficient vehicles, could
work wonders to help them leapfrog to the next generation of vehicles. Imagine
placing “bounties” on inefficient vehicles payable in down-payments on hybrids or
in “points” on car loans for gas sippers.44

Option 4: Job training
Converting the Pacific Northwest over the next few decades to a place of compact,
walkable communities that run on superefficient, renewable energy system—a
climate-safe economy—will be a lot of work: paid work.45 But for all the exciting
announcements of solar jobs and green-tech investment that pepper the newspapers,
the skill sets of today’s workers are not yet aligned with the needs of this future.
A fourth good use for cap-and-trade auction revenue is to spend a portion of it
training a green-collar workforce for the clean-energy trades. In many sectors of the
economy right now, a limiting factor on seizing the opportunities of the new energy
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economy is a shortage of mid-skill labor.46 For example, low-income weatherization
programs across the Pacific Northwest are currently crippled by a scarcity of crew
chiefs qualified to supervise retrofits on job sites.
A mid-skill worker is neither a laborer nor someone with a four-year degree.
Rather, he or she is a tradesperson or technician, usually with an apprenticeship
credential, an associate’s degree, or a vocational certificate. For unskilled, low-income
workers, a pathway to mid-skill work is the best route out of poverty, but many
obstacles loom. Finding the time and money to study is the day-to-day challenge. The
larger challenge, not only for workers individually but for society’s poverty-reduction
goals overall, is to integrate work with studies into a “career ladder” of steadily rising
competence, experience, education, opportunity, and earnings.
To grow green-collar jobs for disadvantaged, low-skill workers, auction revenue
might best be spent on expanded public funding for narrowly focused training
programs in community and technical colleges that lead to vocational certificates
or degrees in the trades:47 carpenters trained in green building, plumbers capable of
installing commercial-scale solar water heaters, electricians educated in photovoltaics
and advanced energy-system controls, machinists who can produce windmill turbines
and carbon-fiber aircraft parts, metalworkers skilled in forging bicycle frames and
the ultralight components for the automobiles of the future, and forest managers
knowledgeable about carbon sequestration.
Such programs are already sprouting in two-year institutions around the Pacific
Northwest. Columbia Gorge Community College now offers an electronics engineering
technician program. Many graduates of the first cohort are already working in the
wind industry, earning from $35,000 to $60,000 a year.48 Lane Community College,
in Eugene, Oregon, trains renewable-energy technicians in a two-year program that
teaches students how to improve the energy efficiency of homes and businesses and
install solar-power and wind-power systems. In Washington, Bellevue Community
College and Cascadia Community College offer similar programs.
Still, for the clean-energy transition to become a chance for workers to achieve
economic security, much more needs doing. The national organization Green For
All has published the most detailed road map. Called Greener Pathways, it identifies
the specific programs that northwesterners can use to build a ladder from poverty to
climate-safe prosperity for low-skill workers.49
Many of these approaches are integrated well into Washington State’s 2008 Climate
Action and Green Jobs Act. The law puts green-collar jobs at the center of the state’s
response to climate change. It directs the state Employment Security Department to
conduct a detailed assessment of green-collar job potential in the state and to identify
jobs that pay family wages and could grow rapidly. The law also establishes a process
for coordinating the assessment of, and planning for, workforce development needs
in several industries through the creation of panels that include representatives of
businesses, trade associations, labor unions, educational institutions, and others
involved in the labor market. Finally, it authorizes a grant-funded set of investments
in workforce training programs (typically, at community colleges) that target jobs
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prioritized by the industry-specific panels. This approach is a national model, because
it so carefully targets public spending to training programs that actually help lowincome workers get qualified for high-demand, family-wage jobs. Although the 2008
law authorizes the creation of training grants, the state has yet to fund them—an
obvious use for carbon auction revenue.
Option 5: Other uses
Several other uses for revenue from carbon-permit auctions recommend themselves:
u

u
u

u
u

u

Funding research and development for new clean-energy systems and related
transformational technology, especially efficient and renewable energy
technology that can be exported to fast-growing developing countries. Lowcarbon energy research and development yields huge returns. Because the
benefits of energy research tend to spread far beyond state or provincial
borders, public R&D funding should most sensibly come from national
government, rather than from state and provincial governments. In the
Northwest, publicly supported research and development might best focus on
applied questions, such as benign, ecosystem-specific methods of capturing
wave, tidal, and small-scale hydropower.
Funding incentives and programs to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions from
hard-to-cap sectors such as forests and farms.
Funding public infrastructure for a climate-safe future, such as transit services;
sidewalks and bikeways; and retrofits for pubic-sector structures such as
schools, public buildings, fire stations, and streetlights.
Transitional assistance for energy-intensive exporters.
Funding temporary, transitional assistance for workers in sunset industries such
as fossil fuels. Large expenditures for this purpose seem unnecessary. Because
cap and trade will transform the energy economy gradually, most workers will
be able to switch jobs at natural moments in their careers.
Creating pools of capital for use in public, clean-energy lending programs, as
described above. Auction revenue could capitalize such programs.

Carbon tax vs. cap and trade
Many commentators draw a sharp contrast between cap and trade and an alternative
way to put a price on pollution: a carbon tax. In fact, cap and trade and carbon taxes
are overlapping sets of policy designs. Like cap and trade, carbon taxes can have a
range of scopes, points of regulation, and price schedules. And they can be fair or
unfair, depending on how the revenue is used.
A comprehensive, upstream, auctioned cap-and-trade system is very similar to a
comprehensive, upstream carbon tax. The main difference is what’s certain and what’s
uncertain. Under a carbon tax, elected officials set the price of carbon, and the market
determines the quantity emitted; in auctioned cap and trade, elected officials set the
quantity of carbon emitted, and the market sets the price.
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There are four other, smaller differences:
u
u
u

u

A carbon tax is somewhat less vulnerable to gaming than cap and trade.
A carbon tax may be simpler to initiate and administer quickly.
Cap and trade allows us to link state, regional, and national carbon permit
markets with each other and with international ones, which may contain the
costs of climate solutions.
Auctioned cap and trade, especially in its Cap and Dividend form, will create its
own political constituency. Citizens who come to expect climate dividends will
rebel at the notion of relaxing the cap. Businesses that have bought and banked
carbon permits will oppose any action that reduces the value of those permits.50

Fortunately, we don’t have to choose between a cap and a tax. We can combine the
two and capture the strengths of each in a self-adjusting carbon tax or an auctioned
cap-and-trade system with a price floor.
Cap and trade has far more political momentum in the United States than does a
carbon tax, so this chapter concentrates on how to infuse what works best about a
carbon tax into a cap-and-trade system. First, though, we review British Columbia’s
pioneering 2008 carbon tax shift.
The British Columbia model
British Columbia put a carbon tax shift into effect on July 1, 2008, just five months
after announcing the plan. An exceptionally clean and elegant policy, it is built on four
principles:51
1. Revenue neutrality—shifting taxes from “goods” to “bads.” Like Cap and
Dividend, the tax shift returns all its proceeds to taxpayers. As the BC Finance
Minister’s plan says, “All revenue generated by the carbon tax will be returned
to individuals and businesses through reductions in other taxes. None of the
carbon tax revenue will be used for expenditure programs.”52
2. 	 Phased implementation—an economy-friendly timeline. Carbon taxes rise
from $10 per metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) in 2008 to $15
in 2009, then $20 in 2010, and so on up to $30 per ton in 2012. On the other
side of the equation, personal and corporate income taxes decline on a similar
schedule.
3. Tax benefits—built-in protections for families. BC’s income tax reduction will
benefit everyone who pays income taxes, but it will benefit low-income families
the most. In addition, low-income families will get an annual and escalating
Climate Action Dividend. “The bottom two personal income tax rates [have
been] reduced for all British Columbians resulting in a tax cut of 2 per cent in
2008 and 5 per cent in 2009 on the first $70,000 in earnings – with further
reductions expected in 2010.”
4. Comprehensive, upstream coverage. The carbon tax falls on all greenhouse
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gases emitted from the burning of fossil fuels within the province: gasoline,
diesel, natural gas, coal, heavy fuel oil, propane, kerosene—everything.
Its comprehensiveness will make the tax credible, defensible, and easy to
administer.

The province’s carbon tax shift starts small, as it should. But it could finish
bigger. Continuing the annual tax rate increases beyond 2012 would help deliver
now on its promise of climate security and market opportunity. Advance notice
of high or rising carbon prices is as important as are the future prices themselves.
If families and businesses know now that the price of fossil fuels will stay high or
rise, they’ll make different decisions now. People will choose different jobs; live in
different neighborhoods; and buy different homes, cars, and appliances. Businesses
will invent different products, market different services, and invest in different
technologies.
Another enhancement to BC’s law would be to make the tax shift self-adjusting—
an innovation first discussed when Switzerland introduced climate pricing in the
1990s. In a self-adjusting tax shift, emissions levels automatically trigger tax rate
adjustments. If emissions aren’t diminishing fast enough to match provincial targets,
carbon taxes automatically rise and income taxes automatically fall. A self-adjusting
carbon tax shift combines the simplicity of a carbon tax with the climate-protection
certainty of cap and trade. Of course, it also diminishes the price certainty of the
carbon tax, because businesses cannot easily predict future tax rates.
	Elsewhere
Several other countries implemented carbon tax shifts years ago. None of them is as
consistent and comprehensive as BC’s. In most cases, these levies came in tax shifts
that reduced payroll taxes, business taxes, or other energy taxes.
At least nine jurisdictions elsewhere in the world claim to have carbon taxes.53
Finland’s carbon tax,54 first enacted in 1990, is $27 per metric ton of CO2e at current
exchange rates. Sweden’s, enacted the following year, is now $69, although industry
pays half as much and electricity-generation fuels are exempt.55
Denmark and the Netherlands also began taxing carbon in the early 1990s.
Denmark’s tax is $14 for household fuel use but half as much for businesses. Poland
and Switzerland have small carbon taxes, too. On this continent, Quebec enacted a
token carbon tax last year, set at about $3 per ton of CO2e.56 Then, in early 2008,
California’s Bay Area Air Quality Management District proposed a starter carbon fee,57
and in the Pacific Northwest, the business-oriented Washington Policy Center proposed
a carbon tax shift.58 Three other jurisdictions claim carbon taxes—Norway, the United
Kingdom, and Boulder, Colorado—but they overstretch the definition.59
British Columbia doesn’t have the highest carbon tax in the world, but it has the most
consistent and comprehensive one. And the province’s tax reductions for businesses
and families, with dividends for low-income families, set a new standard.
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Carbon-tax feasibility in the Northwest states
Most other Northwest jurisdictions have no legal or constitutional barriers to
emulating British Columbia, if they’ve got the political will. California, Idaho, and
Oregon all have state income taxes to which they could add BC-style Climate Action
Dividends—tax reductions for middle-income families coupled with rebates for the
lowest-income citizens—to ensure climate fairness.
Washington has no state income tax and therefore might have difficulty mitigating the
sting of climate pricing on families. Fortunately, in 2008, the state authorized a Working
Families Rebate that will provide tax refunds to low-income Washingtonians.60 The state
could fatten these rebates to offset the impact of climate pricing on household budgets,
or it could develop a separate program of per-capita or targeted rebates.
Couldn’t Washington ensure fairness by reducing sales taxes? Sales taxes are steeply
regressive, but carbon taxes are even more regressive. So this tax shift would not
make climate pricing fair. Economist Yoram Bauman calculates that families would
be financially worse off from a tax shift that used carbon tax proceeds to replace
part of Washington’s sales tax (and its property tax too).61 Fortunately, devoting only
5 percent of the carbon tax revenue to low-income Climate Dividends would fully
compensate the poorest fifth of families.62
Cap + tax: a hybrid
In the near term, more likely than a carbon tax shift in any of the Northwest states is
a cap-and-trade system that imports the main benefit of a tax shift: price predictability.
By setting a bid floor, or “reserve price,” in the auction of permits, climate policy can
let businesses know the lower limit of the carbon price. As ebay users know, nothing
gets sold unless its reserve price is met.
A reserve price has the same effect as combining a carbon tax with cap and trade.
Imagine this case: To reduce emissions by 2 percent in a certain year, let’s say that the
price must be $40 per ton of CO2e. Under an auctioned cap-and-trade system, permits
will sell for $40 on average. (One possible outcome, with the price of auctioned
permits varying around $40, is shown in figure 8.)
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Figure 8. The price of carbon permits might vary in auctioned cap and trade.
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Figure 9. Adding a carbon tax—or reserve price—to auctioned cap and trade puts a
floor under carbon prices.
When the prices are high, everyone will pay attention to their emissions; when
prices drop, so will attention. The variability of prices could weaken the incentive to
embrace clean energy.
A carbon tax (see figure 9) puts a floor under the price of carbon and tells everyone
in advance what that floor will be. It ensures that the incentive for clean energy
remains strong. It also gives certainty to business about prices and to government
about revenue.
By building the carbon tax into cap and trade as a reserve price, we eliminate
administrative duplication. If we set a reserve price of $30 per permit, we’ve effectively
implemented a $30 carbon tax.
That’s the upside of Cap + Tax. The downside is the risk of gaming, which emerges
only where the geographic scope of cap and tax do not align. For example, in North
America, only British Columbia and Quebec have carbon taxes at present, and their
rates are different. The WCI’s cap-and-trade system will span seven states and four
provinces. That mismatch creates some risks of profiteering and other unintended
consequences. The best prevention for those risks is to set a region-wide price floor.
Other, more-complicated tools also exist.63
BC’s carbon tax shift sets a new standard for all states and provinces. These
jurisdictions can meet that standard by setting a reserve price that matches or exceeds
BC’s carbon tax rate in their cap-and-trade systems. Such a provision in WCI would
essentially universalize BC’s carbon tax shift, raising the bar across the West.
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Conclusion: The cap
Seizing the economic opportunities of a clean-energy future, while avoiding the perils
of climate disruption and oil addiction, is arguably the defining challenge for our time.
We have exciting chances to slash emissions through low-carbon energy sources such
as wind and other renewables and through a revolution in energy efficiency. Similarly,
we have an abundance of ways to curb hard-to-track emissions at landfills, industrial
facilities, and factory farms. We may be able to soak carbon dioxide out of the
atmosphere by restoring forests and grasslands to their historic richness. We may even
perfect underground carbon storage.
To ease compliance with the cap, we will need a host of other smart policies and
innovations: complete, compact neighborhoods that free us from long, tiresome
commutes; pay-as-you-drive insurance; bounties on juice-hogging old appliances and
gas guzzlers; efficiency standards for buildings, vehicles, and appliances; weatherization
brigades to retrofit low-income homes; continuous, separate, citywide bikeways and
walkways; pervasive for-profit and nonprofit car-sharing; richly networked, flexible,
and reliable public transit; loans for efficiency upgrades that are repayable on your
utility bill or property tax; and more.
It’s a bracing challenge, and the clock is ticking. But the most important step—
bar none—is the cap. With a firm, legal, comprehensive cap, emissions will decline.
Without one, there’s no guarantee. In the absence of a cap (or a self-adjusting carbon
tax shift), we could do everything else on the list—including even radically high
regulatory standards—and still watch emissions grow.
The key to smart climate policy is putting a price on carbon—ideally through a
comprehensive, auctioned, upstream cap-and-trade system with built-in protections for
Northwest families. Anything else is second best.
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the help may appropriate the benefits. For example, the private owner of a rental unit may decide
to sell the newly retrofitted—and more-valuable—building or simply raise the rent. Typically,
community action agencies require owners to promise not to do these things, but we could do a
better job of enforcing such contracts.
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